
 
 

Studio Sites in Canvas: Transitioning from Blackboard 
Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Q. Will a Canvas Studio site be created for me if I already have a Blackboard Organization site? 

A. No, but there is a simple form you can submit to request a new Canvas Studio site. See the last FAQ 

on this page for instructions. 

 

Q. Will my Blackboard Organization site be migrated to a Canvas Studio site? 

A. There is no automated migration of Blackboard Organization site content over to Canvas. Leaders of 

Organization sites may choose to export Blackboard content and import it to a Canvas Studio site, or you 

may set up a Studio site “from scratch.” See the Canvas Resources for Instructors tab of the Canvas 

Transition site for resources on working with Canvas. 

 

Q. Can I add users to my Studio site? 

A. Yes, a site Leader can add (or remove) anyone with an ONID account to a Studio site via the People 

link on the Studio site’s left-side navigation menu.  

On the Add People page, enter the Canvas ID in the following 

format: onid@oregonstate.edu (e.g., 

greenoul@oregonstate.edu), select a role, and click Next. 

Several user roles are available with different permission levels 

to add and edit content.  

Self-enrollment is not an option for Studio sites. Bulk enrollment 

is possible if you copy a list Canvas ID’s and paste them into the 

“Add People” page. 

If you need to share content with users who do not have ONID accounts you can make your Studio site 

publicly visible so that external users can view files. See more details here on publicly visible Canvas 

sites. 
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Q. What is the difference between a Canvas Studio site and a Canvas course site? 

A. Functionally there is no difference, with a couple of exceptions:  1) Studio site leaders can add and 

remove users, whereas instructors cannot add or remove students from course sites; and 2) Studio sites 

are not limited to a term (they do not have an expiration date at this time). 

 

Q. What can my Studio site be used for? 

A. Studio sites are a great training platform for OSU staff and students. They can also be used for teams 

who collaborate online and need tools such as Announcements, Surveys, Quizzes, and Discussions. 

If you simply need to share and edit documents with colleagues, Google Drive, Google Sites, or Office 

365 are good options.  

If your academic unit shares course files, assignments, lecture slides or even entire course sites with 

other instructors, take a look at Canvas Commons. This repository for sharing and finding learning 

objects is a new feature in Canvas. You can find a link to Commons at the top of any Canvas page (next 

to the links for Grades, Calendar, Library). 

 

Q. I might need help in getting my Canvas Studio site set up. Will there be any workshops or support? 

A. Absolutely. Keep an eye on OSU Today and on the Workshops and Webinars page of the Canvas 

Transition site. Studio site users are welcome to participate in all Canvas training events. 
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Q. How can I request a Studio Site? 

1. Log into Canvas at https://oregonstate.instructure.com/ and click the Account button and then the 

Settings link in the upper-left corner of the Canvas screen: 

  

 

2. Click the My Studio Sites link on the upper left side of your Settings page: 

  

3. Click Request a new Studio Site, enter the fields and submit the form. When your request is approved 

you’ll receive an email with a link to your new site. 
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More Resources 

 Sign up here to keep informed on updates on OSU Canvas. Never spam! If it’s not important to 

OSU, we don’t send it. 

 OSU Canvas Transition website - http://canvas-transition.oregonstate.edu/home  

 Canvas Guides for Students 
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